Executive dysfunction (ED) is a characteristic of Huntington disease (HD), but its severity and progression is less understood in the prodromal phase, e.g., before gross motor abnormalities. We examined planning and problem-solving abilities using the Towers Task in HD mutation-positive individuals without motor symptoms (n ¼ 781) and controls (n ¼ 212). Participants with greater disease progression (determined using mutation size and current age) performed more slowly and with less accuracy on the Towers Task. Performance accuracy was negatively related to striatal volume while both accuracy and working memory were negatively related to frontal white matter volume. Disease progression at baseline was not associated with longitudinal performance over 4 years. Whereas the baseline findings indicate that ED becomes more prevalent with greater disease progression in prodromal HD and can be quantified using the Towers task, the absence of notable longitudinal findings indicates that the Towers Task exhibits limited sensitivity to cognitive decline in this population.
Introduction
Huntington disease (HD) is a progressive autosomal-dominant neurodegenerative disorder characterized by a triad of symptoms, including motor dysfunction, psychiatric disturbance, and cognitive deficits. The abnormality results from the expansion of the normal polyglutamine cytosine -adenine -guanine (CAG) repeat (36 or more repeats) within a gene on the short arm of chromosome 4 that codes for the protein huntingtin (The Huntington's Disease Collaborative Research Group, 1993) . The principal site of neuropathology in HD is the caudate nucleus that receives its primary afferent projections from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The preservation of these pathways is associated with a specific area of executive functioning: problem-solving requiring strategy development and working memory (Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & Anderson, 1998; Sullivan, Riccio, & Castillo, 2009 for a review). As expected, those diagnosed with HD exhibit difficulty with tests that tap into these types of executive functions (Hanes, Andrewes, Smith, & Pantelis, 1996; Paulsen et al., 1996; Watkins et al., 2000) . Archives of Clinical Neuropsychology 28 (2013) [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] The Towers Task is a measure of problem-solving, strategy development, and working memory. It has evolved into a number of modified versions with unique norms, instructions, and scoring criteria from the original Tower of Hanoi (Simon, 1975) and Tower of London (Shallice, 1982) tasks. All versions involve rearranging balls, beads, or disks to achieve a pre-specified end result using the fewest number of moves possible. Depending on the version used, multiple metrics of performance (accuracy, time, rule violations) are available. A recent meta-analysis indicates that the measures of accuracy most able to distinguish between neuropsychological populations and controls include (i) number of trials completed and (ii) number of legal moves (Sullivan et al., 2009 ). The most sensitive measure for timing variables was Execution Time (time between first move and task completion) followed by Initiation Time (time to first move, commonly considered "planning") and Total Time. The task requires planning and use of a strategy: if a participant visualizes the next group of steps before executing them, he is able to make fewer errors and therefore use fewer moves (Levin et al., 1991; Morris, Miotto, Feigenbaum, Bullock, & Polkey, 1997) . The Towers Task involves a working memory component because a sequence of moves must be stored and used during the task. Research has indicated that as the Tower becomes more difficult (more pegs or beads), working memory deficits become associated with decreased performance (Goel, Pullara, & Grafman, 2001) .
The goal of our study was to examine whether the Towers Task could detect executive dysfunction (ED) in gene-expanded individuals who do not yet meet criteria for a clinical diagnosis of HD at time of study entry, for example, prodromal HD. We also sought to examine the contribution of different aspects of executive functions (i.e., planning, working memory, accuracy) to performance in this population. The detection of ED in prodromal HD has been variable (Georgiou-Karistianis et al., 2003; Hahn-Barma et al., 1998; Ho et al., 2003; Lemiere, Decruyenaere, Evers-Kiebooms, Vandenbussche, & Dom, 2004) . This variability is likely the result of several methodological and measurement limitations, including (i) the use of various executive function measures with various levels of sensitivity, (ii) attempts to compare both cross-sectional and longitudinal designs, (iii) difficulty controlling for practice or "spoiling" effects on executive measures in longitudinal designs, (iv) difficulty in parsing out the secondary effects of motor speed, and (v) insufficiently powered sample sizes, (vi) varying samples of prodromal and diagnosed HD samples used without reliable grouping criteria, and (vii) perhaps most importantly, the fact that executive functions are a broad label for a diverse set of functions. The current study attempted to address a number of these prior limitations.
We chose to look at performance on the Towers Task in a large sample in order to determine the sensitivity of the task to different stages in the HD prodrome. We also used a computerized measure, which benefits from extremely reliable administration and millisecond timing accuracy (Schatz & Browndyke, 2002) . We accounted for the potentially confounding effect of motor speed performance in this population by co-varying with a pure motor task. We were additionally able to examine different aspects of executive functions by examining Towers outcomes representing different cognitive skills (accuracy vs. efficiency) and to look at the effect of working memory load by adjusting the difficulty of the task.
Given the sensitivity of the Towers Task in diagnosed HD (Cohen's d effect size of 1.5 comparing HD with controls in Hanes et al., 1996 ; correlation r ¼ .647 between Tower of Hanoi and reduced caudate volume in Peinemann et al. 2005) , it is important to determine whether this measure is also sensitive clinically, cross-sectionally, and longitudinally in the HD prodrome. We hypothesize that those with greater disease progression at time of study entry (i.e., those closer to estimated clinical motor diagnosis and those showing reduced striatal and frontal white matter volumes) would perform more slowly and less accurately than those who were less progressed. We also expect to see declines in performance over time given that HD is a neurodegenerative process.
This study examined performance on the Towers Task with three and four disk problems that allowed the relationship between performance and cognitive demand (Shallice, 1982; Goel et al., 2001 ) to be analyzed. Previous research indicates that changes in ED in prodromal HD are subtle (Papp, Kaplan, & Snyder, 2011) . We therefore hypothesize that Towers 4 (four disks) would be more sensitive to detecting subtle differences between groups. Previous research indicates a relationship between the number of disks used and working memory load (Goel et al. 2001) , and thus, Towers 4 has a higher difficulty level compared with Towers 3. While cross-sectional differences in performance have previously been reported for one Towers outcome using this study sample , here we examine multiple outcome metrics of Towers performance, including timing and accuracy (moves required), which provides the opportunity to better understand the components of Towers performance and how it varies during the HD prodrome. Furthermore, we compared Towers performance across stages of disease progression in the HD prodrome and with brain volumetrics (striatum and frontal white matter). Previous research has shown that gene-expanded individuals within 15 years of predicted diagnosis show reduced total brain tissue, cerebral spinal fluid, white matter, cortical gray matter, thalamus, caudate, and putamen compared with non-affected relatives. Total striatal volume demonstrated the largest differences between nonaffected family members and prodromal individuals followed by cerebral white matter ). While we focus on a performance-based approach to measure executive functions, we also examine the ecological and convergent validity of direct measurement of cognition by examining the relationship between cognitive performance and self-and companion reports of ED. Previous research has shown that self-and companion report of "frontal" behaviors has been associated with proximity to HD diagnosis . We expect Towers performance to be correlated with questionnaire measures of ED completed by companions, but not by participants. This is based on previous findings suggesting an increased lack of insight for cognitive difficulties in those with fronto-subcortical disruption, which are evident even in prodromal HD . Given the known effects of depression on cognition (Nehl, Ready, Hamilton & Paulsen, 2001) , Towers performance was also examined with regard to measures of mood symptomatology.
Methods

Participants
Information about inclusion/exclusion criteria was obtained through a combination of clinical interviews and self-report questionnaires. Participants included two groups of individuals from affected families: (i) those with the gene expansion (CAG ≥36) but without motor signs sufficient for a clinical HD diagnosis at study entry and (ii) those without the gene expansion (CAG , 36) . Participants were excluded if they had a positive history of other CNS disease or events (e.g., seizures or head trauma), pacemaker, metallic implants, prescribed antipsychotic or phenothiazine-derivative antiemetic medication in the past 6 months, and clinical evidence of unstable medical or psychiatric illness. Additionally, individuals with significant developmental cognitive disorders (e.g., mental retardation, special education for reading or math) were excluded. No restrictions were imposed regarding over-the-counter and natural remedies. All participants were 18 years or older and had voluntary independent genetic testing prior to enrollment in the study. Confirmation of the CAG repeat length was determined from baseline blood draws.
The current analysis examined the baseline and follow-up visits over 5 years of up to 781 gene-expanded individuals and 212 gene non-expanded individuals who enrolled between October 2002 and October 2009. Gene-expanded individuals were grouped according to their baseline disease progression by a proxy variable known as the CAG-Age product (CAP) which is a function of the CAG repeat length and age at study entry. The CAP score, developed using data from 763 individuals in the HD prodrome, exhibits a strong ability to predict diagnosis for the sample described subsequently, based on a receiver operating characteristic analysis (Zhang et al., 2011) . Participants can be assigned to Low-Medium -High groups based on CAP using the optimization criteria discussed by Zhang and colleagues. In the current sample, gene-expanded participants were grouped into High (approximately ,7.5 years to diagnosis), medium (approximately 7.5-13 years to diagnosis) and Low CAP groups (approximately .13 years to diagnosis) and Controls (non-gene expansive; see Table 1 ).
Design
Data were collected from participants in PREDICT-HD, a 32-site, international, longitudinal, and observational study designed to examine biomarkers (i.e., blood, urine, and imaging) as well as refine clinical markers (cognitive, psychiatric, sensory, and motor) of early disease in people with the gene expansion for HD (Paulsen et al., 2006) . Participants provided informed consent for participation. The study was approved by institutional review boards at all study and data-processing sites. Participants are seen annually, with the Towers task administered on odd-numbered visits (years 1, 3, and 5).
Measures
Performance-Based Measures. The Towers Task, the primary measure of interest in this study, was a computerized measure that included two conditions. For the first condition, Towers 3, participants viewed three vertical pegs. One peg contained a stack of three disks of increasing sizes with the largest disk on the bottom of the stack. The goal was to relocate the stack, in exactly the same configuration, to a different peg while following two rules: (i) only one disk may be moved at a time and (ii) a larger disk may never be stacked on a smaller disk. Participants were instructed to "complete the task in as few moves as possible-do not worry about how fast you finish." For each attempt at Towers 3, the participant was allowed a maximum of 21 moves (basal) but the task requires at least 7 moves for successful completion (ceiling). If not solved within 21 moves, the screen reset to the original configuration and the next trial began, allowing only one attempt at each trial. Only if participants were able to successfully complete Towers 3 (within the maximum number of moves), participants then completed the second condition, Towers 4, which is a three peg task with four disks and the same rules as described earlier. For each attempt at Towers 4, the participant had a maximum of 45 moves (basal) to solve the task. The participant had to complete at least 15 moves for successful completion (ceiling). Towers 3 and 4 each included four identical trials. The mean number of moves is the average number of moves across four trials. The mean Execution Time equals the average amount of time required between the first to last move, averaged across four trials. Initiation time is the average amount of time required between the presentation of the Towers and the first move, averaged across four trials. Both measures (Execution Time and Initiation Time) are thought to reflect planning. Transformations of timing measures (square roots) were made to normalize the data. Administration of both Towers required approximately 15 min and Towers 3 was administered first. In order to determine the impact of motor speed on Towers performance, a motor speed measure previously shown to be sensitive to prodromal HD (i.e., finger tapping speed) was included. In this measure, participants are required to tap as quickly as possible for five 10-s intervals using their nondominant hand on a response box interfaced to a computer. Results are reported as the mean and standard deviation of the intertap intervals.
Self-and Informant Report Measures. To determine whether ED as measured by the Towers task correlated with ED in daily life, we administered a modified version of the self-and companion reports of executive problems from the Frontal System Behavior Scale (FrSBe), a normed scale that assesses behavioral disturbances associated with damage to fronto-subcortical circuits (Grace & Malloy, 2001 ). The modified FrSBe used previously in this study contains 24 items that assess the frequency and the level of distress caused by certain behaviors. Frequency response choices range from 1 to 5 ("almost never" to "almost always"), and distress response choices range from 1 to 5 ("not at all distressing" to "extremely distressing or very severe"). For both the participant and companion versions of the modified FrSBe, the total score equals the total sum of the endorsed frequency and distress for each item, with higher scores indicating greater frequency of behaviors indicative of frontal dysfunction and more distress caused by them. In this analysis, we focused on the ED subscale, which evaluates difficulties with working memory, planning, problem-solving, and insight. Towers performance was also examined in relation to mood symptomatology using the Beck Depression Inventory-II, a 21-item self-report rating scale where higher scores indicate greater levels of depression (Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996) .
Brain Volumetric Measures. As part of the PREDICT-HD study, neuroimaging markers of disease progression were also assessed. Magnetic resonance imaging scans were obtained using a standard multi-modal protocol that included an axial 3D volumetric spoiled gradient-echo series (1 × 1 × 1.5 mm voxels) and a dual-echo proton density/T 2 (1 × 1 × 3 mm voxels) series. Thirty sites used General Electric 1.5 T scanners and two sites used Siemens 1.5 T scanners. Scans were processed through an automated procedure implemented in the BRAINS software (Magnotta et al., 2002) re-oriented by stepwise co-registration to a set of template images, centered on the anterior commissure, and resampled to 1 mm resolution. The T 1 image was the final T 1 image, and all images were intensity normalized and homogeneity corrected. A discriminant tissue classification was then performed (Harris et al., 1999 ) and a brain mask was created using an artificial neural network (ANN) (Powell et al., 2008) . Measures of gray and white matter were then completed using the standard Talairach method (Andreasen et al. 1996) . ANNs were applied to each scan to measure subcortical structures, including caudate and putamen that were summed to create a measure of total striatal volume. Results of this procedure were visually inspected, and .90% of the scans passed all stages successfully. The most common reason for failure was poor coregistration of the multiple modes. No known variable that was the subject of this report, including gender and HD gene-expansion status, significantly predicted scan failures. Regional volumes were divided by each individual intracranial volume.
Statistical Analysis
The longitudinal analysis was performed using linear mixed effects regression (LMER) (Verbeke & Molenberghs, 2000) . LMER analyses were performed using the statistical software program R (v2.13.0) with the function lmer() from the add-on package lme4 (see Douglas, Maechler, & Bolker, 2011) . LMER allows the simultaneous assessment of baseline and longitudinal differences by the CAP group (Long, 2012) . Repeated measurements on the same subjects induce a correlation structure, which is modeled via random effects (e.g., random intercepts and slopes). Random effect structures were compared using Akaike's Information Criterion (Akaike, 1973) . Models with multiple random effects that were highly correlated (i.e., ..9)
were simplified under the assumption that this reflected instability in the model. The time metric for the analysis was duration, defined as age at time point minus age at study entry. Group intercepts and slopes were allowed to vary by the CAP group, ,that is, the trajectories were conditional on the CAP group. Maximum likelihood methods were used for estimation, which yields unbiased estimates under the widely applicable assumption that the missing data mechanism is ignorable (Little & Rubin, 2002) . The Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) was used to select the "best" model to report. The candidate models were: (i) No CAP group differences, (ii) CAP group intercept differences, or baseline differences only, and (iii) CAP group intercept and slope differences, allowing for both baseline and longitudinal differences. Covariates were used as control variables in the models. The model adjusted for age at study entry, gender, and education. We added motor speed (finger tapping) to the covariates to determine whether outcomes differed when motor functions were controlled for.
In addition to the longitudinal analysis, a cross-sectional analysis was also performed. The cross-sectional analysis consisted of separate linear regressions (LRs) on cross-sectional baseline data for Towers 3 and 4 outcomes, imaging markers, and behavioral data while controlling for gender, age, and education. From the LR analysis adjusted least-squares means were calculated for each pairing of the Control group and a CAP group. Cross-sectional effect sizes (Cohen's d) were calculated by dividing the difference in performance between groups by the pooled standard deviation across the two groups being compared (root mean square error). Effect sizes with positive values reflect poorer performance by the prodromal HD groups in comparison with the controls, whereas negative effect-sizes reflect superior performance of the group with prodromal HD compared relative with controls. T-tests were used to statistically verify pair-wise group differences. Partial correlations, controlling for age, education, and gender, were used to examine relationships among CAPs scores (not groups) and imaging and behavioral data. We also examined the baseline characteristics of Towers performance by calculating the percentage of individuals from each group who scored at basal or ceiling levels.
Results
Characteristics of Towers Task Performance
We first examined the characteristics of task performance at baseline. There were no differences between groups on percentage performing at either the basal (7 moves for Towers 3; 15 moves for Towers 4) or ceiling levels (21 moves for Towers 3; 45 In fact, all groups appear to improve completion of the task over time. Figure 1 displays group differences for the most sensitive measure (Execution Time on Towers 4; sensitivity described further subsequently) at baseline and over follow-up by group. The Low CAP group improves most (slope ¼ 2.24), followed by the Control and Medium groups (slopes ¼ 2.15 and 2.16 respectively), and finally the High group, with the least improvement over time (slope ¼ 2.04). Table 4 provides normative data for gene-expanded individuals performing below the control mean by 21, 21.5, and 22 standard deviations. Approximately 36% of individuals in the High group perform one or more standard deviations below the control mean. Approximately 23% of individuals in the Medium group and 13% of individuals in the Low group perform one or more standard deviations below the Control mean.
Analyses of Towers Task, Brain Metrics, and Daily Functioning
Baseline performance by gene-expanded individuals on the Towers task was related to both frontal white matter and striatal volume. The mean striatal volume was 0.00962 (SD ¼ .00175) and mean frontal white matter was 0.12962 (SD ¼ .01370). Striatal volume was significantly negatively correlated with Execution Time for both Towers: r ¼ 2.16, p ¼ .0007 for Towers 3, and r ¼ 2.20, p , .0001 for Towers 4. Striatal volume was also significantly related to the mean number of moves: r ¼ 2.17, p ¼ .0003 for Towers 3, and r ¼ 2.14, p ¼ .0026 for Towers 4. Frontal white matter was significantly correlated with both Towers: r ¼ 2.12, p ¼ .007 for Towers 3, and r ¼ 2.19, p , .0001) for Towers 4.
We also examined the relationship between Towers performance to executive functioning in daily life and mood symptomatology. No relationship was observed between self-report of ED on the Frontal Systems Behavioral Scale (FrSBe) in gene-expanded individuals and performance on Mean Number of Moves, Initiation Time, or Execution Time for either Towers task (see Table 5 ). However, there was a significant correlation between companion endorsement of ED on the FrSBe and Execution Time for Towers 4, r ¼ .15, p ¼ .0008. 
Discussion
Performance on the Towers Task, a measure of executive function, was significantly related to cumulative genetic toxicity (i.e., disease progression at time of study entry) in participants in the HD prodrome. Those closer to estimated motor diagnosis at the time of study entry required more time and more moves to complete the Towers Task, indicating that they had greater difficulty efficiently holding and making use of a plan in working memory compared with individuals farther from estimated diagnosis and controls. Interestingly, the time required to complete the task was more sensitive to baseline progression (CAP group) compared with other outcomes including Mean Number of Moves and Initiation Time. The negative relationship between Execution Time (but not Mean Number of Moves) and CAP group remained after controlling for motor speed, indicating that the Towers Task is providing information about executive functioning beyond simply reduced motor speed. Approximately 36% of individuals in the High group (i.e., those approximately ,7.5 years to diagnosis), 23% of participants in the Medium group (approximately 7.5 -13 years to diagnosis), and 13% of individuals in the Low group (approximately .13 years to diagnosis) are performing one or more standard deviations below the control mean on Towers 4 Execution Time. In addition, approximately 19% of individuals in the High group performed two or more standard deviations below controls on Towers 4 Execution Time, suggesting that a subset of those with greater disease progression is exhibiting significant ED before manifest HD. Previous studies have shown large effect sizes between symptomatic HD and controls on Towers tasks (Hanes et al. 1996) . Compared with previous studies, cross-sectional effect sizes were in the medium range amongst groups for Towers 4 Execution Time in comparison with small effect sizes for other Towers outcomes. Towers 4 Execution Time was the only outcome which showed group differences on the longitudinal follow-up. Towers 4 Execution Time was also modestly correlated with companion report of ED in daily life while other Towers outcomes were not, suggesting that Towers 4 Execution Time may have clinical utility. Furthermore, Execution Time was negatively correlated with both frontal white matter volume and striatal volume while increased Mean Number of Moves was related to only smaller striatal volume which indicates that the different Towers outcomes may be differentially enlisting brain regions to perform the task. Accurate performance (e.g., Mean Moves) is related to striatal volume whereas efficient working memory (e.g., Execution Time) is related to both striatal and frontal white matter volume.
Most outcomes on the Towers Task were not associated with increasing disease pathology at longitudinal follow-up, which may be the result of task limitations: (i) ceiling effects on Towers 3 given that a large percentage of participants completed Towers 3 in the minimum number of moves and (ii) practice effects in that all groups improved over follow-up. It is important to note, however, that for Towers 4 Execution Time (see Figure 1) , the High CAP group exhibits the least improvement over time. The lack of improvement on the task may be a more useful marker in those closer to disease onset rather than frank decline and previous research in manifest HD indicates that a lack of practice effects is associated with poorer cognitive outcomes (Duff et al., 2007) . Nonetheless, the second exposure to a Towers Task may be fundamentally different from the first where a novel strategy must be created and implemented. Although it has been reported that the first exposure "spoils" the validity of subsequent administration's measure of executive functioning, our data suggest that it may be that the spoiling effect is attenuated by increasing the working memory component of the task, as few individuals (either controls or cases) performed at the basal level on Towers 4 despite being previously being exposed to Towers 3. Towers 4 (particularly Execution Time) was also more sensitive in detecting the group differences and because of this has clinical utility (normative data provided in Table 4 ). Given that motor performance can be a confound in HD gene-expanded carriers on some cognitive measures, it would appear that moves required would be less sensitive to motor impairments than the time required to solve the task. Our contrary finding, however, is consistent with prior work in early HD patients indicating impaired planning despite intact decisionmaking (Watkins et al., 2000) , given that Execution Time is hypothesized to be a measure of efficient preplanning (Owen, Downes, Sahakian, Polkey, & Robbins, 1990) .
Gene-expanded carriers were accurate but less efficient at planning and executing the required sequence of moves. Performance also correlated negatively with striatal and frontal white matter volume, consistent with the striatum's key role in efficient planning and problem solving in this task (Sullivan et al., 2009 ) and recent research associating ED in early HD with striatal atrophy (Peinemann et al., 2005) . Performance on Towers 3 and Towers 4 were correlated (r ¼ .31 for Mean Moves, r ¼ .50 for Execution Time), which indicates that increasing the working memory load of the task had a significant effect on performance; the percentage of individuals performing the task in the fewest trials possible (basal level) is much higher for Towers 3 than for Towers 4 (see Figure 2) . Additionally, Towers 4 was more sensitive at detecting cross-sectional differences between groups compared with Towers 3 (see effect sizes in Table 3 ), indicating that the increased working memory component was more challenging to those with a higher CAP score. More specifically, there was a statistically significant effect size when comparing Execution Time on Towers 4 in the Low versus Control group, but no significant difference between Low and Control on Execution Time for Towers 3.
Although some gene-expanded individuals present symptoms of ED prior to and following motor diagnosis , heterogeneity in prodromal cognitive symptoms has been found (Rosas et al., 2008) . We found a small correlation between companion report of ED and Towers performance. This indicates that the task may be more useful in a subset of people who are already showing symptoms of ED in daily life. It also highlights the potential dissociations between subjective self-report and objective performances across the spectrum of HD .
Although the Towers task was unable to distinguish among the CAP group in terms of change over time, these results have provided hypotheses about early ED and directions for future work. ED is measurable in HD gene expansion carriers' years before motor diagnosis. Lack of improvement on follow-up rather than frank decline may be used as a proxy for disease progression, especially in the prodromal period. Relating performance in gene expanded individuals to age-matched non-affected family members is also informative. Including more cognitively challenging Towers Tasks (five or six disks) in those farther from estimated diagnosis may detect more subtle deficits and may potentially overcome task familiarity to be more sensitive to measuring change over time.
Although this study examined a large group of prodromal HD gene expansion carriers, it should be noted that the percentage of at-risk individuals who decide to obtain genetic testing is relatively low so these findings may only apply to this resourceful and self-selected group (Decruyenaere et al., 1995) . Another limitation of this study is that although we examined Towers performance in relation to self-and companion report of ED in daily life, we did not look at functional changes (e.g., declines in activities of daily living) which can affect employment and independent living. Furthermore, executive functioning is a broad and complex cognitive construct and this study is limited by looking at only one aspect of problem-solving skills.
In conclusion, these findings indicate that ED in prodromal HD varies by baseline progression status. The total time required to complete the Towers Task is a useful indicator of executive functioning that adds information beyond differences in motor control and will likely have utilitarian value in clinical settings (norms provided in Table 4 ). 
